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ABSTRACT

The current functional magnetic resonance imaging study examines brain activity during the perception of infant and adult tears. Infant tears evoke stronger responses in the visual cortex than adult tears, indicating that infant tears are highly salient. In addition, our study shows that infant tears uniquely activate somatosensory pain regions, which could stimulate actions directed at the elimination of the source of pain. Shedding tears may be a strong means to elicit the parent’s sharing of the infant’s feelings, thereby strengthening caregiver-infant bonding and securing infant survival.


text

Introduction

Emotional tears are uniquely human. They play an important role in the communication of distress; however, the function of tears may change during development. In infancy, the effectiveness of crying in attracting adults’ attention might be more dependent on the acoustics of crying than on tears or other visual cues of distress (Solits, 2004). The sound of a crying infant alerts the caregiver when the infant is in need or danger, but it is also perceived as aversive by many parents and it can even trigger child abuse and neglect (Solits, 2004). Infant tears may be functional in buffering the aversive characteristics of infant crying and promoting an empathic reaction to the child. In contrast to infants, adults cry often softly or without sound and the crying episodes are merely comprised of eyes welling up with tears. Thus, whereas infant tears play a role in the establishment of a bond between caregiver and infant, adult tears – as the main cues of adult sadness – may be more important in the communication of distress. Crying thus progresses from a predominately acoustic signal in infancy to a more subtle visual signal in adulthood (Rottenberg & Vingerhoets, 2012).

Functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) may offer more insight into differential perception, functions, and evolutionary roles of infant and adult tears. Previous fMRI research on the perception of others’ distress is divided into a subfield that covers neural responses to the acoustics of infant crying (e.g., Riem et al., 2011; Swain, 2011) and a subfield that concerns neural processing of visualized negative adult emotions such as sadness or pain (Fusar-Poli et al., 2009; Lamm, Decety, & Singer, 2011), with no particular attention to the role of tears in the communication of distress. Both subfields point to a role of the insula and anterior cingulate cortex in empathy for distress, but they are otherwise unconnected, and they have both neglected the processing of tears. The current fMRI study aims to connect these subfields and examines differential neural processing of infant versus adult tears. Since infant tears may play a role in the establishment of a bond with the infant, we hypothesize that infant tears elicit more brain activity in empathy related regions than adult tears.

Method

Participants

Participants were 54 female undergraduate students from the Department of Child and Family Studies, Leiden University. All participants were screened for MRI contra-indications, psychiatric or neurological disorders, hearing problems, pregnancy, and alcohol and drug abuse, and did not have children of their own.
Three participants were excluded due to excessive head movement and two participants were excluded because of technical or health problems during the session. This resulted in a total sample size of 49 female participants for this study. The mean age of the participants was 19.58 (SD = 2.11). Written informed consent was obtained from all participants. Permission for this study was obtained from the Institute’s Ethics Committee and from the Leiden University Medical Centre Ethics Committee.

fMRI paradigm and data analysis

In the MRI scanner, participants were exposed to eight adult photos with tears, eight adult photos without tears, eight infant photos with tears, and eight infant photos without tears. All adults and infants had neutral facial expressions. The adult photos were selected from a larger set of photos that were used in previous studies on the perception of tears (Vingerhoets, van de Ven, & van der Velden, 2016). Infant photos were created for the purpose of the current fMRI study. See supplemental material for more information about the stimuli and Figure S1 for an example infant photo. Each photo was presented four times for 2.6 s, in random order. Interstimulus intervals were jittered and calculated using Optseq (https://surfer.nmr.mgh.harvard.edu/optseq/). Participants were instructed to attend to the photos. Similar to Montoya et al. (2012), a one-back memory task was included in 15% of the trials to ensure that participants maintained attention during the task. During the one-back memory trial, participants were presented a photo with questions marks and were asked to indicate whether the current photo was identical to the photo of the previous trial using a button press with the right hand. The fMRI paradigm was programmed and administered using E-Prime software (version 2.0).

See supplemental material for details about fMRI data acquisition and pre-statistics processing. Data analysis was carried out using FMRI Expert Analysis Tool (FEAT) version 6.00, part of FSL (Smith et al., 2004). In native space, functional activity was examined using general linear model analysis. Each condition (infant tear, infant no tear, adult tear, adult no tear, one-back) was modeled separately as a square-wave function. Each predictor was then convolved with a double gamma hemodynamic response function and its temporal derivative was added to the model, giving five regressors. To examine brain regions involved in the perception of tears we tested the following contrasts: (1) infant tear > infant no tear, (2) adult tear > adult no tear, (3) infant tear > infant no tear) > (adult tear > adult no tear), and (4) (infant tear > infant no tear) < (adult tear > adult no tear).

The first-level contrast images and the corresponding variance images were transformed to standard space and submitted to second level mixed-effects group whole brain analysis. The group mean was tested using one-sample t-tests on these contrasts. The statistical images were thresholded using clusters determined by Z > 3.1, and a cluster corrected significance threshold of p < .05. Region of interest (ROI) analyses were conducted with a priori specified regions of interest: theinsula and the anterior cingulate cortex (ACC), anatomically defined using the Harvard–Oxford cortical atlas (http://fsl.fmrib.ox.ac.uk/fsl/fslwiki/Atlases). To investigate regions that were activated during the perception of adult tears and during the perception of infant tears, we conducted a conjunction analysis using the easythresh_conj command within FSL (http://www2.warwick.ac.uk/fac/sci/statistics/staff/academic-research/nichols/scripts/fsl).

Results

In whole brain analysis, the contrast infant tear > infant no tear revealed three large clusters of significant activity with peak voxels located in the lateral occipital cortex, the precentral gyrus, and the postcentral gyrus (see Table S1). Significant activity extended into the occipital pole, occipital fusiform gyrus, middle and inferior frontal gyrus, supramarginal gyrus, middle and inferior temporal gyrus, and precuneus (see Table S2 and Figure 1). During the perception of adults with tears compared to adults without tears there was increased activity in the lateral occipital cortex and occipital pole. Furthermore, the contrast (infant tear > infant no tear) > (adult tear > adult no tear) revealed significantly more reactivity to infant tears in the lateral occipital cortex, precuneus, superior parietal lobule, precentral gyrus, and superior and middle frontal gyrus compared to adult tears (see Figure 1, Tables S1 and S2). No significant activity was revealed by the contrast (infant tear > infant no tear) < (adult tear > adult no tear). ROI analyses showed that there was no more activity in the anterior cingulate cortex or insula during the perception of infants with tears compared to infants without tears or adults with tears compared to adults without tears. In order to examine regions that were activated during the perception of adult tears and during the perception of infant tears, we conducted a conjunction analysis. Common activity across both adult and infant tears was found in the lateral occipital cortex and occipital pole (see Figure 1).
Discussion

This study examined the neural mechanism underlying the perception of infant and adult tears. Common activity across both adult and infant tears was found in the visual cortex. Because of their affective relevance and salience, tears seem to evoke strong responses in the visual cortex, pointing to the important role of tears in the communication of distress (Rottenberg & Vingerhoets, 2012). However, in contrast with the suggestion that tears play a more important role in communicating distress in adulthood than in infancy (Zeifman & Brown, 2011), infant tears elicited more activity in visual regions than adult tears. Although the acoustics of crying are important for providing information about the health condition of the child and eliciting care (Soltis, 2004), our study indicates that infant crying is not only an acoustic signal, but that visual aspects are also important for the communication of distress. Infant tears appear to be highly salient even compared to adult tears and this salience may facilitate caregiving responses to infant distress.

Compared to adult tears, infant tears elicited more activity in brain regions involved in mentalizing, including the precuneus and the middle frontal gyrus, and in the pre- and postcentral gyrus, regions that are part of the somatosensory cortex. To our surprise, no activity in response to infant or adult tears was found in the insula or anterior cingulate cortex. Previous research indicates that we share the affective components of the other

Figure 1. Significant activity for the contrasts. (a) Infant tear \textgreater{} infant no tear, (b) adult tear \textgreater{} adult no tear, and (c) (infant tear > infant no tear) > (adult tear > adult no tear), and (d) results of the conjunction of infant tear > infant no tear \textand{} adult tear > adult no tear, thresholded with clusters determined by $Z > 3.1$ and a cluster-corrected significance threshold of $p < .05$. 
people’s emotional distress through vicarious activity of the insula and ACC, which contributes to emotion understanding and empathy. When we see other adults with physical pain, the somatosensory cortex is involved in processing the physical and sensory components of the distress, thereby simulating others’ painful bodily experiences and contributing to empathy for physical pain (Keysers, Kaas, & Gazzola, 2010). However, the somatosensory cortex only responds to adult pain when there is a clearly localized somatic cause for the pain (Keysers et al., 2010). Interestingly, our study shows that the pre- and postcentral gyrus responds to infant tears even in the absence of a somatic cause for the distress. This may indicate that we actually feel the distress of the crying infant and that infant tears evoke more empathic distress than even a tearful crying adult can trigger.

Some limitations should be noted. First, the sample of this study consisted of women without children. Therefore, our findings can not be generalized to men or parents. In addition, we did not examine how brain activity during the perception of infant and adult tears relates to behavioral responses to tears. Future studies should examine the relation between brain activity and parental caregiving responses to infant tears and address the question whether infant tears trigger feelings of shared distress and buffer the aversive characteristics of the sound of a crying infant.

In conclusion, our study indicates that infant tears uniquely activate somatosensory pain regions and trigger more brain activity than adult tears. This may indicate that infant tears elicit feelings of shared distress, which could stimulate actions directed at the elimination of the source of pain. Shedding tears may be a strong means to elicit the parent’s sharing of the infant’s feelings. This may improve the infant’s chance of survival because it ameliorates the aversive impact of the cry acoustics and facilitates a sensitive caregiving response to the distressed infant.
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